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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: August 27, 2017
Asexuality, Aromanticism and Polyamory & Consensual Non-Monogamy

• 7 attendees

• Respect guidelines (available here)

• names, pronouns

Non-monogamy in ace communities

 Aces sometimes have mixed feelings about the framing of non-monogamy as a “solution” to the “problem” 
of one partner not wanting to have sex

 Coercion or pressuring into open relationships can happen

◦ When aces are perceived as “incomplete” partners, they can feel obligated to agree to non-monogamy 
to “fill the gap”

◦ Sometimes presented as a choice between non-monogamy and sexual “compromise”

 Polyamorous approaches to queerplatonic relationships/nonromantic partnerships

▪ more info on QP relationships (here)

◦ Monogamy doesn’t have an obvious meaning in this context; the boundaries have to be more explicitly 
negotiated

◦ Experiences doing nonmonogamy so QP partners can also have romantic relationships

Monogamy as resource-guarding – claiming a special right to someone’s time, energy, body, etc.

Problematic approaches to polyamory

 Thinking it means “anything goes,” absolves the person of paying attention to partners’ needs and 
boundaries

 Failing to recognize that time and energy are genuinely limited resources, and be mindful about the way 
you distribute and use them

 Some people choose not to do non-monogamy with straight men or white people because the power 
dynamic makes them more likely to take advantage of partners

◦ Straight men and nonmonogamy as the commodification of women, dynamics where it’s about 
“possessing” a lot of women

◦ Some discussion of “hegemonic masculinity,” which some of us amusingly kept hearing as “demonic 
masculinity”

Nonmonogamy that allows romantic intimacy with other people but not sex

• Illustrates the cultural importance placed on certain sex acts and on sexual intimacy as opposed to other 
kinds

Tangent: Some aces are uncomfortable witnessing PDA (public displays of affection), but this has complex 
intersections with homophobia and the policing of non-straight couples in public spaces

Relationship structures and social expectations

 Solo nonmonogamy – rather than being built around “open partnerships,” more about one person having 
and cultivating multiple significant relationships that aren’t necessarily romantic and that aren't necessarily 
of the “primary partnership” variety

o more info here, here and here

 Friendships as intimate relationships worth prioritizing, but often not valued by society, especially in 
adulthood

o Why isn’t there a friendship equivalent to weddings – a socially endorsed way of declaring a 
commitment to a friendship?

 Brief discussion of weddings

https://acezinearchive.wordpress.com/ace-zine-list/101-informational-zines/queerplatonic-primer/
https://polypretzels.wordpress.com/2016/12/19/is-solo-polyamory-ableist/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-polyamorists-next-door/201310/solo-polyamory-singleish-single-poly
https://solopoly.net/2014/12/05/what-is-solo-polyamory-my-take/
https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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 The expectation that they’ll be especially important to women (to the exclusion of other 
goals)

 The high expectations placed on bridesmaids to look and act a certain way, to perform

 Going into romantic relationships because it’s expected or because you don’t feel complete on your own is 
an issue

o Dating as looking to fill a “space” in your life (e.g. online dating to actively pursue a romantic 
relationship) – kind of confusing/unrelateable for people who build their relationship structures 
around the people and relationships in their lives, rather than using a preexisting structure and 
trying to find people to fill it

 Complexities of fitting QP relationships into life with other people

o Jealousy from romantic partners, family members, friends, etc., who may feel entitled to the 
attention the QP partner is getting

 The drawbacks of the two-parent family – discourages resource-sharing in larger groups, isolates parents 
with the responsibilities of childcare, isolates children with parents who may not by themselves have 
enough resources to give them the best care

 Pitying/patronizing responses to people who’ve never dated

 Non-monogamy can lead to non-normative relationship structures, e.g. the relationships between 
someone’s different partners, the complexities of bringing your partner’s other partners into your own life 
and family

Possibly Relevant Resources for further reading:

• Ace Toronto (& HamOnt Aces) Definition Sheer: Social Structures & Relationships (here)

• re: consent and rape culture : “How to date an asexual... and other essays”

• re: Relationship Anarchy & Polyamory:

◦ "Pocket-Sized Entry Points Into Relationship Anarchy" with a bunch of links that help people get started into it: 
here

◦ Some of the history of Relationship Anarchy (and how it's not just "post-polyamory"): here

◦ Parts 1-4 of a blog series about relationship anarchy in an ace context: here

◦ There's a sex-positive feminist in Vancouver who has a blog (here) with a collection of articles (from various 
authors) about relationship anarchy, and some videos (here) explaining/discussing various RA-related concepts on

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpGsyuEn2qfQJ3HyGiFLe0g/videos
http://www.relationship-anarchy.com/blog/
http://unquietpirate.tumblr.com/post/99626629928/entry-points-into-relationship-anarchy
https://unquietpirate.wordpress.com/2015/11/03/relationship-anarchy-is-not-post-polyamory/
https://rotten-zucchinis.tumblr.com/post/142392027510/of-relationship-anarchy-accessibility-and-sitting
https://issuu.com/smashwalls/docs/howtodateanasexual
https://acetoronto.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/social-structures-and-relationships-definition-sheet_aug2017.pdf

